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•  The Expander is a wheelbarrow accessory used to load and move large volumes of light and 
medium weight material (leaves, plants, clippings, tree trimmings, mulch, snow, straw, hay, 
wood chips, and firewood). Add it to your wheelbarrow and it becomes what we call a Wonder 
Barrow (WB). 

•  It expands the carrying capacity of an ordinary wheelbarrow by a factor of 6-8 

Features: 
•  Lean sideways to fill at least half full of leaves. 
•  Lean forward to dump. 
•  Minimal space to store. 
•  Installs in a minute or two by one person with no tools. 
•  Design is adaptable to fit wheelbarrows with trays made of steel or plastic, shaped with a 

rounded front or straight front, and having one or two wheels. 
•  Three rope levels are standard. Additional ropes can be added for heavier materials such as 

firewood. 
•  Can be used to move snow from a large area: Walk with the wheelbarrow under a snow 

blower chute. 
 



•  The Wonder Barrow in the top loading configuration is preferred for maximum volume of the most 
lightweight materials. The back segment of the top level rope is connected high for more capacity 
 

•  The left picture shows the WB with a durable fitted canvas cover; the right picture shows a WB with a 
queen size fitted bed sheet for a cover. Other covers such as a 9’x9’ drawstring tarp also work very well. 

•  This is what 34-40 cubic feet of leaves looks like in a 5 cubic foot wheelbarrow  

Top Loading Configuration 



•  The above is a Wonder Barrow in the back loading configuration.  

•  The top rope is connected in the back below the handles (configured to be loaded from the 
back).  This has reduced capacity, since the cover also is hooked over the wheelbarrow 
handles 

•  The load center of mass in just behind the wheel so there is very little weight held by the 
operator 

•  Loading from the back is convenient for moving heavier material such as mulch, where weight 
capacity is more limiting then volume capacity 

 
•  For medium density material such as mulch or wood chips, at least three levels of rope with a 

heavy duty tarp for the cover are advised. Two tie-down straps are required for dumping 
forward or tipping sideways 

Back Loading Configuration 



•  The WB in all configurations can be placed on its side for raking in leaves 
 
•  It is easily righted by pulling on the other side of the wheelbarrow 
 
•  The side rotates up slightly so it lays close to the ground for raking. 

•  The side racks can also be rotated in/up to reduce the total width for passing through a 
gateway. If the adaptive hook option is selected, there is more freedom of rotation upward. 
Adjustments can be easily made to adapt to customer width constraints 

Side Loading Operations 



•  This picture shows a round front wheelbarrow 
with the frame of the Expander in the dumping 
position. 

•  Dumping the WB is easy, but not all material will 
be ejected by simply dumping. Remaining leaves, 
for example, can be ejected with an ejector rope 
attached to your cover as shown in the next two 
slides 

Dumping the Wonder Barrow 



•  Pulling the ejector rope of the WB dumps essentially the entire load 
of leaves. (See this in action in the associated video) 

•  The ejector mechanics is shown in the next slide 

Content Ejector 



Attaching an Ejector Kit 

•  An ejector rope can be attached to the center of the cover to provide an easy way to pull it 
forward to empty the contents. 

•  Two wood disks are used on opposite sides of the cover; an eyebolt clamps them together. 
•  The ejector rope attaches to the eye on the top of the cover (left).  
•  A ring of stiffened fabric is used to spread the forces on the bottom of the cover (right).  
•  This ejector hardware can easily be removed and re-attached to a replacement cover.  



•  The assembled wood racks for round front wheelbarrows 
(left) slip off for easy storage into a 10”x36”x32” packet 

•  The straight-front wheelbarrows (right) pack a bit smaller into 
an 8”x36”x32” packet 

•  Customer assembly is required when shipped. The 
unassembled package will fit easily in a box 6” x 6” x 36” and 
weighs about 15 lbs. 

Your Expander in Storage 



Round-front wheelbarrows 
Straight-front wheelbarrows 
The minimum F value is 16.5 inches (42 cm) 
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      Front view: 
For rim width, R, 
available choices are 
0.5”, 0.75”,0 .95”, 
and 1.25” 

Top view Top view 

Tray Types and Specifications of a Common Wheelbarrow 
 

Note: ‘S’ and ‘F’ do NOT include the rounded part of the tray.  
The minimum S value is 19 inches (48 cm) 



•  The wheelbarrows supported by the available Expanders have either steel trays with a rim 
width (R in the previous slide) of 0.5” or 0.75” or plastic trays with a rim diameter of .95” or 
1.25”.  

•  A fairly accurate measurement of R is desired for a snug fit if you wish to avoid securing the 
stakes of the Expander with bungees. If the cut R is too small to fit over the rim, the wood of 
the hook can be rasped to fit your wheelbarrow and widen the gap.  

•  If the cut (gap) is too large (the fit is loose), you may need bungees or tie-down straps to hold 
the racks in place, especially if you plan to dump your wheelbarrow forward or tip it for 
raking in leaves. You might wish to place duct tape on your tray to mark positions for the 
racks and also to fill the gap. Another option to fill the gap is a coat of paint on your stake 
hooks. 

•  You can opt for an adaptive hook with your order where the R value is not so critical. The 
hook in this case will be beveled to accommodate various rim widths. If you do this, you can 
expect to always use bungees or tie-down straps to hold the stakes in place. However, if you 
need to tip forward or sideways, these measures may be necessary anyway. (Two bungees are 
included with your Expander kit) 

•  Another feature of the adaptive hook is that the sides can be rotated up more easily, which 
may be useful if you have a gate or other obstacle to pass through. 

Adapting to Various Tray Rim Sizes 



•  The above picture shows a front rack for a round front wheelbarrow. The front stakes 
are not parallel but fit perpendicular to the tray rim where they are attached. 

•  For the current version, wedges are used to keep the slats aligned to the round-front 
tray. 
 

Rack for a Round-front Wheelbarrow 



Cover options 
•  A drawstring tarp should have a finished size of at least 8’ square. 
•  A 9’x9’ drawstring tarp is optionally included with your unit. 
•  A durable fitted canvas cover is another option. 
•  A fitted bed sheet cover is a practical  inexpensive alternative cover. (After 4 years 

of use, the sheet I used is still intact and serviceable. ) 
•  The sizes of a fitted bed sheet below include the width or length of the mattress 

for which it is intended plus twice its depth. (These sizes will be referred to as 
F_width and F-length). 

•  A fitted sheet size can be measured directly by measuring dart to dart for length 
and width and dart to corner for the depth. 

•  A fitted sheet size can also be determined by pulling at the center of the sheet and 
measuring so the depths are included. 

•  A fitted sheet should have an F_width of at least 8 ft. (King and some queen sizes) 
•  A fitted sheet should have an F-length of at least 8 ft. (King or queen size) 
•  An ejector kit is included so you can modify your cover for faster emptying. 

 
 



What’s next? 
•  The Wheelbarrow Expander is for sale at Etsy.com, ebay.com, and Amazon.com. 
•  Comments and evaluations are welcome 
•  Most envisioned improvements are more related to cosmetics and production 

efficiency than function. 
•  For the production version, the material used for the stakes and racks may 

change from wood to fiberglass, carbon fiber, steel, or plastic. 
•  A canvas or net may be commercially fabricated for a more durable and cost 

effective cover. 


